Conformation of ribooligonucleotide duplexes containing an alternating C-G sequence which show an unusual circular dichroism spectrum.
The poly[r(G-C)] duplex shows an unusually large negative band in the long wavelength region of the CD spectrum. In order to elucidate this phenomenon, r(C-G-C-G) and r(C-G-C-G-C-G) were synthesized chemically and their properties were examined by UV and CD, and 1H and 31P NMR spectroscopy. These ribooligomers form a self-complementary duplex at low temperature, the CD spectrum of which shows a negative band at around 290 nm and a positive band at around 265 nm with almost equal magnitudes. The proton resonances in the 1H NMR spectra of the oligo[r(C-G)] duplexes were assigned by nuclear Overhauser effect experiments. The chemical shift-temperature profiles of the base proton signals and the sharp singlets observed for all H1' protons are consistent with a normal A-RNA structure but not with a Z-DNA like structure. Moreover, a 500-MHz two-dimensional nuclear Overhauser effect experiment recorded for r(C-G-C-G-C-G) shows that all guanine bases adopt the normal anti-conformation. CD-temperature profiles and 31P NMR spectra of oligo[r(C-G)]s support this conclusion. These results indicate that duplexes of oligo- and polyribonucleotides containing alternating C-G sequences can give an unusually large negative CD band in the long wavelength region despite their right-handed helical structure.